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WILLIAM DAVIS BARBER
Volume 1,
Description of the Work and Discussion of the Results.
Volume II,
Contracts, Specifications and Recoinnendations of Committee
of City Council,
One Progress Profile and Sixteen Plates showing Location,
Sections, etc.
Volumes III, IV and V,
Three voliiraes containing the testimony, arguments, and de-
cisions of the trial between the City and the Contrac-
tors for the tunnel. Volumes III, IV and V are depos-
ited in the Library of the College of Law, University
of Illinois,

1TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION
MTJITHODS USED IN CONSTRUCTING SECTION #3 NORTH WFST V./ATEH TUNNEL
One of Chicago 'fcj Jiystens of water tunnels, known as the North-
west system, bef^ins at the carter Harrison orib, 14,0."3 feet north-
easterly from the foot of OaK street, on the laKe shore (see wap
shovring tunnels, Sheet 1). Thin portion of tunnel is called the
LaXe sectio)-; and is ten (10) feet internal di!Hirieter( circular sect-
ion), •''>'hiie from Oak street soiithvjest 8,666 feet to Green street and
Grand avenue is Section #1, also ten feet internal diameter, li'rom
Green street tv:o branches were run, each eirht feet internal diaiae-
ter. The one extendinf^: in a southwesterly direction 19,8G1 feet to
Central Park Avenue station is Section y'''2: the other extending; in a
northv'esterly course 183,5 feet to Sprini^field Avenue station is
Section f/'3. The total lenf^th of the system is 64,743.5 feet.
The system as built v/ill easily supply the west side of the city
with some 200,000,000 gallons of water per twenty- four hours. Refer-
ring to map (page ), it v:ill be seen that before the system v/as
built, the extreme west side of the city, now ouite thickly settled,
received its water supply through mains v/hich ^yere miles in length.
Water being drawn from these mains along the entire route, left for
the inhabitants west of Western avenue a very limited supply,
Ry noting the location of the different pumpiiig stations nov; in
operation throughout the city, and kno?,'ing that the maiiis from these
stations cor.r.ect v;ith each other, one can realize how the pressiu^e
is regulated and extra demands for water met at nearly every point.
As the v/riter, during the construction of the northwest system

j2 il
j
of tunnels, wa'j employed & ^iretiter r>5rt of tho tine on Section #3 as
i II
' AsGi'itant P'nt<;:ineer or Assistant En^^ineer in oharce, he -.vill confine
this article to Questions reifitivo to this v/ork, |i
A Short history of events that led to a lon,?^ and ooraplioated se-
ries of court oroceedin.^s is j^iven in this pa^oer, bef^innin?: on oa/r^
32.
,,
The surface of the eiround alon/^ Section #3 is from 14 to ?A feet
|
ahove city datum. The center line of the tunnel, as a ruin, is six-
i|ty-five feet below city datiuii. This places the tunnel bore about 85
feet below the surface, Tho other sections of this system are from
\
80 to 85 feet below city datum,
||
The intention of the city officials at first v;as to purchase l?^nd
I
I
for the pumpinf: station on a direct line of the first tv;o shafts as
|
j
located (Keith St, and Potomac Ave.); but after the shafts v/ere s;ink
I
and driftint^r bep:un the present locsttion of the station was decided i
I upon. This c]\anp:e, to^^ether with the desire to run the tunnel under
j
as few houses as possible, made necessary several bends in the direc-
I tion of the drifts.
The first en^^ineering work to be done, when the approximate lo-
cation of the section had been decided upon, was 'to make an acci;_rate
surface survey. The line taken as a base v;as the closing line on the}
similar survey of Section #1, This line as indicated by -noints #37
'jand #38 is 315.48 feet long, course S. o°-09 ' -32" east (see Vol.
ijplat of a portion of this survey, sheet #?^). The survey points were
jllocated so as to avoid interruption from street traffic fss iTuch as
possible. The points or hubs v/ere u.su&lly pins tv/enty-four inches
long and two inches in diameter, with a punch mark in the center of

end. The pin vies driven into the p;roimd htA references tHken on ;oer-
imanent iimroveiatiTita on the nurfftce. The toolf? used '^ere a Peter Ileer
II
transit .c^raduated to ??0", an hundred foot steel tape, h pair of steel
yfirds, pins, pluiub-bobs
,
sledge riwiner
,
spade, punoh, iron hubs, and
^
steel liiie rods. Tho transit work was done by &n instruiient nan V7ith
the help of a recorder. The angles were firnt turned, positive di-
rect then negative direct; transit the inrjtriuaent i^nd then read pos-
itive reverae then negative reverse (the positive or negative being
the right ox left turn), there being at least sixteen readings for
I
each angle,
' The follo'A'ing the sohejae used :~
/rr
7-0
"b" "c
"
/ ^s°- 22 '- ^0
Z / / 0° - ^/^ - oa
3 /6 6"- 6 - luo'
2iZ/°- 30 - 4^0
' C
"
/
C 1 "
Z // - ^0
3 / 6 6° - <D 6 - 30"
ZZ/° ~ 3 ^'-3<5"
c
"
/7 p. /? /
Zi
/' 3
U 2 2./" - BO - -2-0
>
"
"c /V. /f /
II 2-
3
22/- 30 - Mo'
The readings of the last or fourth angle of each direction being 3ho-i
sen and averaged, V7?iile the other readings Y/ere recorded so as to de-
tect errors caused by slips, etc., as soon as they occurred.

In me.asiiring distances the spring; bH lances were useri with a 10
pound pull on the tnpe, the teniper'sture taken and recorded ^lon^" v,'ith
each set ot? measurements and corrections }'iade to 85^ teriperatTire,
From the field notes the ^rorX whs platted, the coordinates of all
points calculated and fi^riires inade to close. The recorder of measureJ
iinents took the plusses and distances to all street lines along the
line of the survey to assist and check on topographical notes taken
later.
After the survey and topography had been platted up, the map was
used for the selection of suitable points for shafts, keeping track
of the location of the different drift headings and surface improve-
ments directly over the line of the di'ifts.
The use of dyn&mitc in loosening up the rock caused so much jar
and vibration as in places to crack the plaster and walls of build-
ings directly over the drift. Great care had to be exercised in reg-
ulating the charges so as to avoid damaging property as much as pos-
sible, \'/hen the approximate location of a n*^w shaft had been decided
upon, the points of the surface siu'vey situated near this location
were used s-nd calculation made to get the coordinates of the new
shaft, the directions of the drifts, and to put in the required curve
in drifts already started to meet the conditions relative to this new
shaft. One of the reouirements in locating a shaft wds to secure a
place v,rhere the contractors wou.ld hftve sufficient room for their sur-
face plant, yard for material nnd spilv^ays or dumps for the excavated
iiiaterial, v.^hich was carted av:ay ar^ soon as brought to the surface.
After locating two or more shaft points, a further check on the
work was made by running what we called a housetop or overhead siir-
vey between shafts; but our surface survey poii;ts were far more reli-j

5able and were used rather than the housetop survey. In runnin/i a
transit line over the tops of the buildin^^s the points used are not
,
stable enoup:h to secure much accuracy. No effort was made to chain
ji
i!
the overhead line, l>ut simply to check, on the directions,
||
Wien the shafts were all sunk and drift connections made, the
greatest difference in lines ^vss 5-.'^/4 inches and 3-l/4 inches in lev-
els; but these differences could be readily accounted for in under-
ground work 77hen smoke, water and other difficulties met with were
considered.
After finishing the surface survey, referencing and locating the
shafts, the next v/ork was to give the necessary points for sinking
the shaft symmetrical about its centre; usually a plumb line was
dropped from the centre on top and radial distances taken about this
line,
vmen the shaft has reached the proper depth pliuib lines are low-
ered from the surface or, otioosite sides of the shaft , on line with
the required drift. After the eye is turned and drifting has pro-
gressed far enough so that permanent points can be located beloviT, the
!
most particular instruiiiental work is ready to be done,
TO LOCATE LIMK BT^LOW GT?01JND
In plumbing down a shaft and locating the lines below, there are
needed two transits, two lengths of fine steel piano wire (some 10 or
II
15 feet longer than the length of the shaft), two heavy plumb-bobs,
two large buckets for water, hatchet, candles, tunnel eyes, 7;ooden
plugs, tapes, line rods, and coverings to protect instriments and
workers below from the v;et; (if the tunnel is in rock) one driller
and one helper with drilling tools are also required,
ll
v/heii everything is on the ground ready to begin work, one transitJ

man v/ith his tools and necessary assistants are lov^ered to the "bot-
tom of the shaft. The transitiaan ahove sets up his instruments a
short distance from the sliaft on line ?rith the required drift below,
j
On tills line, as near the sides of the shaft as will allov- plumb
lines to swincr freely, two lines are lowered to the bottom. This
gives a base line for the men to use below, nearly'' the diameter of
the shaft. The upper ends of the wires are fastened to tunnel eyes,
partially driven into cross pieces or the framework of structure
above. The lower ends are attached to the heavy plumb bobs suspend-
ed in the large buckets of v;ater, \7hich prevents vibration. If these
wires are properly put u.p it takes only a slif^ht tap of a hammer on
either side of the tunnel eye to place the wire on the exact line.
When the wires are on the exact line and everything in the nroper
condition, a signal is given to the men below and they begin their
v/ork. The transitiaan lining in his instr;iment with the two s\ispend-
ed wires, first by setting up his instrument as near as possible to
the correct line, then by means of the adjustable head on the tran-
sit, the exact line is obt?iined. Plugs and eyes are then iiut in the
roof of the drift (if in rook), or eyes in the top of the arch or
key of brick v^ork, if in loose material. After two or more points
have been correctly located these are used in future work in extend-
ing the line. The eye uS'^d on this tunnel v;ork was of iron,vi^,.:
This eye was driven into the wooden plug or
joint of brick work as the case might be, with
the centre of hole in the large end exactly on line. Then by means
of wires suspended from these holes with weights attached, the nec-
essary sights are seciired by which the line may be produced from day
bo day as the work progresses. The line eyes were placed from 40 to

760 feet apart.
On the side of the drift or briokv/orK «t the height of the spring
line grade points were located. The lino eyes snd grade points v/ere
usually placed adjacent to each other so as to he the more readily
||
I
found; the onlT'- difference in running lines and levels below from
' that on the surface being that lights had to be used to illuninate
the cross wires, points hvA rods in taking the usual sights.
In producing the line and grade points during the progress of the
j
work, the last points at the heading are teiiiporary, «s blasting op
accidents due to the work being carried on at this point make it
! necessary to c}\eck or reset these points after the 77ork has been
I
carried ahead some forty or fifty feet. This checking of points is
done at the time vihen additional points are required at the heading,
I
Chaining is done accurately to the last permanent point set, and
!
rou^^hly to the temporary iioint at the face of the drift. The tran-
r
sit line under ordinary conditions is more easily run by means of
foresights. Grade points were set by using a graduated rule 12 or
18 inches in length, used the same as a rod. When angles had to be
' turned the same care used below rs on the surface. By the meth-
od mentioned above, in running line and grades, the maximum error,
when connections were made betv/een drifts, in gi*ade vms P,-l/4 inch-
I
es between Keith St, and Green St, shafts. The largest difference
^' in the lines v/as 5-^/4 inches between Kedzie Ave, and ^sbansia Ave,
,
shafts, drifts #6 and #9, These drifts were both in solid rock, and
r
were exceedingly wet throughout their entire length. There were al-
so two angles turned in these drifts,
CITY Ti^MT^LOYKS
The city force of engineers, inspectors, etc,, during construot-
j
ion were as follov;s: 1 Assistant Engineer in charge of the section;

1 A83i3tant Engineer and one rodiaan to give line and grade points,
take laeasurements of pro.^ress, superintend the pRintin<r or mrkin;;: of
projecting pointa of rock, etc., bo as to prepare the excavfttion to
receive the proper rings of brioKv/ork, «ind to gather up inspectors'
'reports and as;::;ist in the preparation of the semi-monthly estimates.
Opii'iCE T^CRCE: The office force, composed of five or six men,
kept daily reports of force employed, material used, progress laade,
cross sections, etc,, properly recorded; made calculations of cubical
qi;.antiti^3s of rook, earth hnd brick'-vork, timber used; also estimated
cost to contractors of '^-ork done, and made all drav;ings,
INSPECTION
I
The inspectors on the Tork T/ere mining, mason and material inspec-
tors.
MATERIAL INSPECTOR'^ kept track of the cmantities and quality of
all material delivered, saw that suitable samples were taken to the
cement and brick tester, that rejected material was marked and remov-
|l ed from the '7ork. He also kept track of the quantity of excavated
material haiiled av^ay.
MINING INSPECTORS: One mining inspector was required for each
i shift of eight hours. His duty v/as to keep a record of all line and
grade plugs, check centres and grades as m^arked in t?ie face of drift
I by contractor's foreman, direct the drilling in rock, see that the
excavated section ;7as taken out the required size, see that roof sup-|
ports or timbering wss put in ^hen necessary, see that trimming( or
removal of projections) was done ss marked,- and all work performed
in a workmanlike manner. In addition to the above, he made out a
ds-ily report (or rather a report covering the length of his shift),
II giving force employed, progress, character of I'laterials encountered,

depth of holes drilled, anount of dynamite, lumber, etc., used.
Quite frequently it was necessary to m^ke pencil sketches sho^n-ins
these conditions, and v/hen mason v;ork was beinf-; done, he v/as expect-
ed to sssist the mason inspector in his work.
MASON INSPl^iCTORS: All brick'r\rork was under the direction of the
m«son inspector. His v;ork v;&s to see that forms were properly set,
tate the recTiired measurements for cross sections, oversee tlie lay-
ing of the brick, mixing the mortar, putting up the lagging for arch,
cleaning and pointing off work after each shift, f^lso number of brick
used, amount of sand and cement, together with progress made. In ad-
ii dition to this he jaade out a d^^.ily report, recording force, mfiteri-
«1, etc., used on his shift, the mining inspector acting as his as-
sistant. The mason's cross sections v^ere taken every 5 or 10 feet,
|! as the contours of the excavation would require, twelve or raore ra-
1 dial readings about the centre being recorded, (nee Diagram)
i
These resdings were taken at an angle of ^0 with each other.
Tnere the excavation w?^s very irregular in-
termiediate readings were frequently requir-
ed.
|j
/A
One of the methods of getting the prop-
er angles for mea.sureir.ents was by marking
the forms, a graduated rod being used to
get the distance from the centre. Another
''method was to stretch a line along the centre line of the tunnel,
I
fastening it in position, then with the graduated rod (or sweep
stick so called by miners), with a dial and pointer to indicate an-
||
gles attached thereto, the cross sections were read off. The dial
had a weigfited pointer which hung perpendicular and indicated the
II
angle at which the stick was held in taking tlie measurements.
11

10
i
In calculHting the areas of these cross sections r table wan con-,
ll
structed, p'.±vin<^ areas for the different rstdli for sectors of !l
[
circles equal to l^lSth the circular area. The averaf^e for each two
consecutive readings was taken as the radius ?.nd the corresponding
area taken from the table, ypnen the sections were very irre^^rular
the t^Hble was found to be inaccurate.
jj
So much trouble arose in the different scherit^s to p:et accurate
' sections, that I v/ould p:ladly ?\ave discarded all those used by the
oity. The raethod I would \ise would be a G0.rt of modified pantograph
with the long arra to touch the sides of the excavation at all points
as it was revolved about the section taken; the figiire thus describ-
ed by o}ie long arm being reproduced to a certain scale on paper.
Then by means of the planimeter the area can be read and recorded.
Two me--. sui'ements would hr.ve to be tBken at e^ch crons section to in-
dicate the centre of tunnel, vi-::,, oi;e VHxtioal ^-nd one hori-^ontal.
The force employed to look after the interests of the city or the
engineering part of the work has now been described briefly.
I CONSTRUCTION
The next step will be a description of the actual construction.
To assist In making this part of the article plain, a plan and pro-
gress profile have been attached to show the aotu.al progress laade in
mining and mason work, the material us--d in construction, classes of
excavated material encountered, contract prices, and prices as esti-
mated, together with a typical surface plant, forces for raining and
mason shifts, angles in allignment, buildings passed under along the
li
!l tunnel route, etc.
The first work was done at Keith street Siiaft in December, 1895.
This shaft for 65 feet down from the surface was through earth, clay

11
f^ravel, etc.; below ims encountered rood liriestone rook. During the
month of neceriber, ^hile the contr¥:Otorrj were orf^fin±7Anc: their forces^
the shart was imnK 72,4 feet, in 28 mininr: nhiPts,
W0T7KIM0 TT'ORc?:,- The tyoioal foroe ejaployed in e&rth:
1 Superintendent 2 Carpenters
1 PoreKian 1 Fnf^ineer and 1 ^ireiian
4 Laborers Top 4 Teams and Drivers
G Laborers ^ottoM
One team beinf: used to lioist m*iteri«l froj'i shaft.
The force in rocK.
1 Superintendent 2 Laborers Top
j
1 Porenian 1 Ti!n;;^ineer and 1 Pireiaan
I
2 Miners or Drillers 1 BlacKsmith
4 Laborers 3ot. t.o)'i 2 to 4 Teans
These forces are a ^ood represents '".ion of that eiiiioloyed in sinK-
ji^E the other sjiafts.
I
Diu*in£r January, 1896, the shaft ty«s sunk to its proper depth and
\
'96,5 feet of drifting done. Thf--. rocK in this shaft --^nd in drifts 7fl
and #2 was a good firm limestone throuf:hout, and v;ith i^r-oper care
^^should have caused no trouble whatever in the raining:.
' It will be seen T)y reference to the procres.s profile that drift #1
was composed of l,!.'^?^ feet of rock, noo feet of earth and rock, ^nd
1,595,2 feet of all earth section: the «vera<^e prof::ress per shift in
these differer.t materials bein,^ - rock 4,4 feet, e^^rth and rock 6.4
feet, and all earth 10. feet. The masons averaf'red per shift in rock
16.2 feet, earth and rock 16,2 feet, and in all earth 20,0 feet per
shift.
On the pro^:ress profile over drift -/--'I m^y be noticed the typical
forces, for mason shifts and minin^x shifts in earth, v/ith cost of

|! different classes of lst>or. For foroe of nlners in rook see reoord
over drift 7-3 on profile,
Ij
Froiii the table of oubical contents -^or drift #1 v/e h«ve the aver-
age di*i2aetero of excavation in the different i<iat(?ri!«.ls, vir^., rocK
'11.0 feet, e«rth fl.nd rock 12,1 hr\d all earth 11. ?5 feet. This drift
i(#l) t}\rou2:hout , with the exception of .^90 feet, was excavated for 3
,
rin^s of brick^7ork, l^-rom these fi^^ires ^e have the breaka/?e in excaJ
vatinf:^ outside the actue*.! required area; in ^11 rock four tenths(,4),
: earth and rock ninety-five hundredths (,95), .%nd in all earth fift^r-
five hundredths (.55); allowin/^ for the required dianeter, bore of
tunnel 8,0 feet, 3 rin^js of brick',vork 1,1 feet » total 10.,'-^ feet,
I r a comparison is made 7;ith figures for correspondinr: results in
other drifts, drift rl v/ill be round to be the best v/orKs-id drift on
the section. Tho earth and rock, and ?ill earth portion of drift #1,
1
could have had even less external breaka^^e if the contract had l)een
strictly enPorced, An extra ^vas allowed of olo.OO per cubic i^ard for
all brick Liasonry in the upper 120^ of arch outside the re/^ular 3
rin^^I work. The exterior breakSi'i^e came almost ?;holly in this portion
of the excavation. The excavation for invert in an all earth drift
ii
can be taken out to the exact size, -
|j
DRIFT #1. At the Keith Street shaft over drift #1 on the pro,<?-
ress profile is a table of cost as paid on estimates by the city,
From this table over and above the contract pric^^ "v^e find
For masonry at :^tlo. 00 f»l??,30P,oo
For rock at #.6,00 22.64 1.00
Total ^34,049,00 or a little over
50^3 above the contract price, Throu^r^iout the totK.l len;0:th of the all
earth portion the contractors Tvere allov^'ed as rock 1/3 of the net re-
11

13
quired section, or a little over ^6.00 per lineal foot of tunnel,
|
Frora the table s?io77inp^ the jaateriplo used in thiH drift, v/o find tim-
ber '.vas used only in April, tlie latter h*-:lf of Au^rust and Septeraber.
I
Some 50 to 55^T of this v/as composed of slabs used to fill holes that
could not be easily bricked up. There is shown Piraphiofilly just
above this drift the cost per lineal foot as per contract ^nd as paid
on semi-monthly estiia^tes. ( .=5ee Volume II for copies of contrp.ct,
specifications and supplemental 1 contract.)
Before f^oin^r into det-^il re.«:&rdin2: mining:, timberin/r and the put-
tlnfT in of brick-Tork, "he principal points in other drifts will be
considered hs h=ive been in drift one (#1),
T)RIt:'T #2. Prift 7f2 for its entire len^^th was throu;":h sound, firm
I
latter i«-l to excavate ^?nd should, with the exception h few hundred
feet, have been classified in excsvatin^r p.s «.n bll rook tunnel, prom ^
station O to 20-{-2i\ the drift is throuc^h firra limestone rock, and Tvas
j|
excellent mining for that class of material. From station 20-\-2S to
the end of the drift zha rock was firm up to within about a foot of
,
i| the top, v:hior\ in places vms some-77hat seamy. Above the rock the mate-
rial was a very hard, dry clay mixed with /gravel, %nd was so firm and ,
hard that the contractors had to place their drill holes hi£^h and
wide in the face, with nearly vertical holes in the roof from six to
ten feet deep, in order to shoot out the roof as shovm on the prog-
ress profile, for the ^rreater part of the distance in the portion
classified as tunnel in earth and rock. With proper care tlie last
1,400 feet of this drift could have been mined with an average break-
age of not more than .4 to ,5 outside the required section. The av-
II erage diameter obtained was 15,1 or an exterior average breakagi^ of
^,45 feet. This exterior breakage came in the top wh-ere fully 904

14
was paid for as masoriXy at i'^lO.OO 2)er cubio yard and all the rocl^ at
^6.00 per ovibio yard. This drift shows extras amounting to laore than
looi above the oontraot price. Throu£'h this portion of the tunnel I
have seen a firm clay roof, 10 to 15 feet wide and from 6 to 12 feet
above the level of the top of brick arch, stand for days a tine
with absolutely no supi.'ort or timbering. There were only two or
three places where eny timber was used at all, ( r5ee material used
on progress profile, ) * ||
DRIFT #3,- Drift #3 sliould have been an all rock drift through- u
OTit, The 481 feet classified as earth end rock was only obtained by
drilling holes in the roof from 8 to in feet above the required sec-
tion and blasting the m^teri^.l out. (See sketch, sheet #3.) The av-
erage price per foot paid on estimates of ^^;9l,19 shows the bonus of-
fered for this class of v,'ork,
DRIFTS #4 and #5,- In drifts #4 and /s, between Potomac and Ked-
zie Ave, shafts, the worst portion of the whole section was encount-
ered. In drift #4 from Station to ^7+78 v/as an all rock section,
and in drift #5 from station to 12-^29 was also all rock. Between
these two points the laaterial above the rock in a number of places
was composed of loose sand; sand, clay, gravel and boulders were
saturated v;ith water, and had to be carefully timbered as the work
progressed. Even through this portion of the work there were
stretches where the laaterial v/as quite dry and good progress v/as
made, although a timbor roof protection was used througho\it, -;ith
the exception of some 300 feet in drift t^5, Station 124-29 to 15f30
(see sheet #6 ), The average si-^e of the excavation done by the con-
!! tractors in drift 7/'4 through earth and rock was in. 5 feet, and in
drift #5 T/as 17,5 feet, By city day labor th.e average exterior
breakage was ,4, including timbers. The masonry averaged 2-1/2 inch-
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es outside the necessary section. The invert vr-?.s tal^en out to the
exact size, all excess beinc '^hove the sprinc line of the tunnel.
The avera£:e diaiaeter for city T7ork T;as 11,0 feet as compared v:ith
16.5 and 17,5 on contract worl^, with ftn avera/re cost of ^?}4,PiO per
lineal foot as comi^ared with the price paid on esti].iates of rU.-^.so,
with the proportional share of the ^555,000,00 awarded by the courts
in addition, A comparison of the Methods of timbering by city and
contract v/orK will be cor.sidered later,
DRIT'TS ;V-o, j,^7, }f'8, and were *^.ll tunnel in rock, and with the
exception of 20 feet in drift #6 (a clfty pocket), were so pnid for
ll
on estiioates.
There W8s one peculiar feature re/^arding the limestone rock on
( this section. The poorest rock, that is, rock with clay seiVi-is, I
scaley, soft, and uncfjrtnin re^c^ardins the effects of blast inf;, vras
encountered for two or three hun'ired feet in drift #9 and a short
strip in drift ?, 8, v.'here ^ll indicR.tions point to the greatest depth
of rock nbove the bore of the tunnel,
COST or SKC?IO!-T
After the contractors had abandoned the work the city spent, to
finish the section, cle-r^.n up drifts, fill in and dome over shafts,
about -1111,000,00, the tot^l cost of section being as follows :-
Amount as estimated to coiitractors, tiOPi? ,342.01
Amount to finish seci>ion 111,000,00
Awarded l)y court decision. , , , 555 ,560,00
The total cost to city Al,^3,O02,;^3
The work complete should have been perforiaed (allowing a reason-
able profit to contr?iGtors ) for -^619,180,50, By subtracting, an act-|
ual loss of '^674,715,7.'^ to the city is seen.

Later aii estimate of the cost of building: thir; seotion, Y.-hen
done in an econonioal and ^orlcm^nliko mannftr, villi bo taken up ^tnd
made.
The methods used in mining, and oth'-?r pointn of interest in the
aotual construction, will nov; be considered.
MINING
The excavation on reaction #3 being largely in solid llraestone
rock, this class of mining will be revieT^ed first.
170CK MINING.- In beginriing it is necessary to realise that no
set rule for the placing of drill holes, depth or aiaount of d.ynamite
oan be followed in all cases; these points come to the lainer th3.''ough
actual experience. A certain general rule i.iay be follov/ed, with va-
riations to suit conditions. In limestone as encountered on this
section, drill holes froia 6 to 8 feet deep were put in ar.d nurabered
from 13 to 23 to pull the section ax'ea required, the average charge
of dynnnite being from 75 to 125 pounds for a pull. The holes -vere
designated s,s cut, helpers, top, side, ^.nd bottom. The cut holes
were 3 to 8 in number, the deepest nnd most heavil^r charged. The
next most heavily charged were the bottom lower side, and helpers;
the top and upper side holes having' the lightest charge and fired
last, 'dVy it is iiaport^nnt to keep the excavation the required size,
to avoid shattering the roof and sides as much as possible. The
folio?ring sketches show the gunexcJ, location ^ncl direction of holes;
the lower c-U. and side holes being plf>.ced so as to make siire to pull
the rock for the bottom of section.
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The method of firing was as follows :-
1st, Cut holes removing centre Y;edge.
2n<%, Helpers.
3rd. iBottora and lower side holes,
4th, Top and upper, side holes. Even in firing , to ohtBln the
best results there might he some fev; changes in the arrangement and
order of explosions. In rock mining the usual tendency amoig miners
I
is to use excessive quantities of dynamite rather thsn too little, as
they desire to break the rock 8s fine as possible; this makes the
work of removing the muck (excavated material) much easier. In a
good rock heading the charge was usually limited to 100 pounds of the'
Q04) grade. As one would re^.sonahly suppose, the deeper and straight-
I
er the holes are drilled into the face the greater the shattc^ring ef-
I! feet of the blast and the less distinct and clear ciit the -null,
With 8 foot holes working tv/o mining shifts in 24 hours, from 8
to 12 feet progress can be made; the time beti^'/een mining shifts
being spent clearing rock and material back from the face and setting
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up columns for the next shift of ninftrs. Those oolirans, tv/o in mirn-
her, '-^re placed about ^ feet each side of the centre line. Then v/ith
t77o drills, each drilling: the holes on its side of the centre, all
the holes may be drilled by sir.ply sJiiftinc the drills about the
column, TTithout having; to reset the column ag^ain, the sJiift for drill]
being up, do77n and around the oolman.
EARTH ANn ROCK MINING. v.rhen the siirface of the rocK comes so 1oy|
as to expose the eartli above, the coluran may have to be changed to
the tripod.
In drifts composed of earth and rocK, the method of djriliinir^ in-
to the face, as in solid rock, is continued until the rock line is
down to about the elevation of the sprin/^ line of the tunnel, it is
then usual to excavate the material above the rock, timberinf: same
if necessary. vn\en a sufficient distance has bpsen thus excavated by
setting drills over the rock and drilling down the proper depth, the
rock may be bl-isted out in sections with very little harm being done
to the earth and timbering above, the slant and position of these
holes being such to produce the best effect and leave the timbfTS
and roof undisturbed ( see the accompanying sketch). y\r3 the section
gradually merges into an
all earth excavation, the
use of dynftirdte may be
mmm^^±f,y,enQed with. If the
earth is very hard a few
holes v/ith light charges
are used to loosen the ma-
terial,
ALL EARTH MINING, The construction in an all earth section is
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oarrie'l on by puttitif: in two eip-ht-liour fjbiftn of riintro and one ma-
son shift, the briclvV7orl<. being carried up close to the face at the
end of each 24-hour day. In the oase V7here .<yood Piround is encount-
ered, liti:le or no tinberinp? is used. If the excavation becomes sat-
urated ^ith water, loose, sandy, etc., the roof and sides h^ve to be
timbered, and in bad cases the brickv/orlc is Kept as close to the
face as possible, never bein/^ farther back than 2 to 8 or 10 feet,
TIMBl^TlINQ, On this section tv/o distinct nethods were used with
widely different results. The contractors used what is l:nown as the
cap and batter-post system. The cap was usually a. 12" x 12" pine
tirab^ from 10 to IG feet long, and tlie batter posts the same dimen-
sions, from 8 to 10 feet in length (see the accompanying sketch).
The distance ".»," above the
required brickv/ork 7ms from 3
to 6 feet. The bents of tim-
bering v/ere placed &bout 4 or
5 feet a^iaj't, «nd the space
above timbers v/as filled up
with slabs to the line of the
excavation. This method of
timbering leaves the roof and
sides entirely T/ithout support
until the tinbfT bents are put
up and the s?ieathing and slab filling above have been packed into
place. All timber in left as placed in the roof and sides and the
space between timbers and the required rings of brickwork filled in
solid with masonry (see sheet #4)» ''A"-"B"-"C" being method used by
city and "D" contractors' method. It will be seen by reference to
the table of cubical contents that the contraotors had an average
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diaineter in excavation of 16.5 and 17.5 feet. The contractors when
Uf5ing the cap and batter-post nethod usually had these tiral^ers cut
to certain lenf^tlis on the surface and then taken into i-.lie drift ?;nd
set up, as shown in illustration.
Cuts "A"-"3" r^nd "G" illustrate the crown and crutch system as
used hy the city, and which answers adrrdrably for this class of work,
these crutches being placed lov/ as shown, so that when the brickv/orlc
is put in the crutches raay be removed, leaving:: very little tin])er
other than slabs outside the brioKwork. ^ly means of the latter meth-
od an avera^ye diameter of 11,0 feet was sufficient for the si^o of
the excavation outside the timbers. A oomp^U'ison of areas of cross
section betv7een the two methods ^^ives a better idea of the actual
differences secured, vi%,: 17 feet - 226,98 feet area as compared
with 95,03 feet area for the 11.0 foot section.
CITY i?ORK
Your attention is now called to the work done by the city to com-
plete the section, after being abandoned by the contractors, showing
the cost ?.)or foot, etc., of the different classes of work.
Drifts #1,'#6 and #9 had been finished and cleaned up, so there
was practically no expense connected with these drifts on the city
v/ork. In drift the city took up the track flooring nnd other
loose material, leaving the drift ready for the water, pt «.n average
cost of 51^ per lineal foot. In drift the mining of 219,13 feet
to connect with fir ift #2 cost an average of ^20,22 per lineal foot.
The trimming of the unbricked portion left by the contractors and
that mined by the city cost ^--1,04 per foot. The entire masonry cost
an average of !!^.11,99 per lineal foot. The cleaning of entire drift
averaged 62^ per foot. On the above basis the work cost the city on

an averac<^ of -^'Ti^.R? per foot for an all rock section, "^his in-
cludes exveni5e of running: Burf^oe pla;.t, gopI, otc.
In drift #4 the avera'^e cost of ooripleted tunnel as done hy the
city was:
Mining and iiasonry,
,
^^PA,5G per lineal foot
G leaning drift O.fi^ " "
m*=i.lcinp: H total cost of ^25,19 per foot throu2:h t.he worst portion of
the section. The bricking of Potoiaac Ave, shaft cost ^''>.'^J?.14 per
foot. In drift #5 the tri)!unin/r of unbricked portion cost ,81 per ft,
firiokwork <,.*• ^14«?54 "
Cleaning drift tl-irou<;^ho\it 1,1^ "
The Ked-^iie Ave. shaft was doiaed over b.nd filled in at a iTUiip
cost of {^530,29, The cost of doming: over, refillin/r and restoring
street and f^idewaVKs at 'Tabansia Ave, sliaft cost S43S),09, Cleaning
drift #7 00 st 58^ per lineal foot, Drift :
Muckin£::, trimming and preparing for bricKT/ork, *2,ir> per foot
Masonry
.
11,12 " "
Cleaning drift , , , .68 » »
The cost of 2:>uiaping out drifts, repairs, etc., on plants, pre-
paratory to the resujiiption oC ?7ork abandoned ])y .contractors, was
about .0."^, 500. 00 ; general engineering expens-^ii, o2,700,00, mking a
total cost, of work done by the city to complete the section, of
'!^111,000.00,
Prom the facts already given we will proceed to make an esti-
mate of the cost of constructing this section by city day labor, pay-
ing the high prices for material and labor as given in completing
the work.
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Ef^TIMATT; OF C03T
Th«rj first consideration would he the jmrch'^se of & coiipleto nnr-
fftce plHnt as located at each of the shafts. On the progress :oro-
file is a suKiriary of Y/hat was used «t Ked'^ie Ave. shaft „ T'his, he~
ing about the best of the contractors' plants, will be used v;ith
certain modifications to ;f^et up a typical representation of what is
required, and is as follows
2 - iOC II, P. boilers ^r\'\ fittinfi:s c . . . .^2,500.00
1 Hoist, driua punip, pipes, cable, etc, , 3,500,00
Ventilators, fans and fittin^^s. 1,000,00
4 Drills, coniiections, columns triT')ods= PJ,100,00
1 Air compressor and engine J^, 000,00
Lumber for buildings, spilway or durap,
with labor for erection ;?,500,00
Dtunp cars, rails, fish plates, 3piK.es, etc, 1^200^00
Tools, belio?:8 *:.nd blacksmith outfit.
. , 200,00
Miscellaneous supplies 1,000.00
Total 16, 000,0
This represents a reasonable cost for one new plant, erected «nd
complete,
FORGE AND MATETUAIi,- The cons t.n.iot ion of the shaft, which is to
be 10 feet internal diameter, v^ould require an excavation of 15,5 in
diaraeter. The force employed for mining and timbering would be as
follows:-

11 Superintendent at ^5.00 155.00
1 Foreman 4.00 4.00
2 Carpenters » 3.00 6.00
1 Engineer If 4.00 4.00
1 Fireman « 2.25 2 .25
4 Laborers Bottom It 2.50 10.00
2 Miners M 3.50 7.00
4 Laborers Top It 2.25 9.00
3 Teams and drivers It 4.00 12.00
Total for each shift $59.25
The timber used in earth excavation (see plan of timbering, Sheet
#5) in fairly good ground averages 222 feet B. M, per foot,
222 feet B. M. at ,^20.00 per M. f»4.42
64 lbs, rods, washers
#
etc, »
.05 3.20
Total per foot ^7.62
The mining shift will naKe an average progress of 3 feet per
shift.
Cost per foot #19.75
Timbering cost per foot • 7.62
Team and man for hoisting 1.20
Total raining $28.57
In an all rook section the cost for dynamite would offset the
cost of timbering, so the cost per foot would be the same as for
earth excavation.
For masonry the cost would be as follows for either earth or
rock section:-
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One mason shift :-
1 Foreman at ^9.oo ^9,00
3 Masons " 8,00 24,00
9 Mason helpers " 2,50 22,50
5 Top men » 2.25 11,25
Total #66,75
Progress per shift 2,5 feet; cost per foot ^26,70.
Material:
1,400 brick at |7.00 per M, ^9,80
9-1/3 baf^s cement " ,30 2.80
Sand #1, per cu, yd, ,94
Total per foot $13,54
The average cost for refilling shafts not bricked was 15,70 per
foot.
The cost per foot for Bricked Shaft Refilled Shafts
Mining and timbering ^28,57 #28.57
Masonry 26,70
Mason material 13,54
Refilling 5,70
Total per foot #68,81 #34,27
There were 480 feet of shafts, one half of which was bricked
and the other half refilled.
Considering the progress, cost,, etc., in the construction of
an all rock tunnel, in drifts #1, #2, #3 and #4 an average progress
of 4,95 feet per shift was made; while in drifts #5, #6 and ^ the
average was 5,63 feet. The mining shift was composed of:
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1 Superintendent at ^5,00 :S!5.00
1 Foreman » 4,00 4.00
2 Miners n 3,50 7,00
2 Helpers It 2,50 5,00
7 Laborers bottom It 2,50 17.50
2 Laborers top It 2,25 4,50
3 Mules and drivers It 3,00 9.00
125 lbs, nynainite It • 15 18.75
25 Exploders It ,02 .50
Copper wire ,50
Total per shift $71.75
I'rOgress 5 feet.
The force for operating surface plant, to be charged one half
each heading, is as follows:-
1 Blacksmith |! 3.40
1 Blacksmith helper • 2,25
1 Engineer. , 4,00
1 Fireman ... 2,25
1 Electrician. • 3.00
1 Mechanic .3,50
1 Repair man 2,50
1 Time keeper •*«« 2,00
1 Carpenter. 3,25
2 tons Coal, at ^3,00 6,00
Oil waste, etc, 1,00
Total #33.15
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From the above the cost for mining per foot is:
Mining foroe |71,75
Operating expenses,
.
16.58
Total $88.33
Per foot = 88.35 z 117.67
5
Masonry work and material would be:
1 Foreman ^9,00
3 Masons at ^'S^oo 24.00
9 Mason helpers, at 1^2.50 ....... 22.50
5 Top men " 2.25 11.25
3 Mules and drivers" 3.00 ....... 9.00
1/2 Operating expenses 16.58
Total #92.33
Q^.*^^ = |;4.62 per foot.
20
The average progress per shift of masons is 20,0 feet.
Assuming 15 brick per cubic foot of masonr^'' and taking the aver-
age diameter of excavation in rock as 10.7, giving a difference be-
tween a 10.7 diameter for area and an 8 foot di«meter for area which
is 39.65, this will give 595 brick per lineal foot of drift. A good
average for cement and sand is 10 bags of cement and one cubic yard
of sand for each 1500 brick. This gives:
595 Brick at ^7.00 $ 4.17
4 bags Cement » .30 1,20
2/5 yds. Sand '» 1.00 . / .40
Labor 4. 62
Total *10.39
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Summary.- Complete tiinnel in rock.
Mining ^17.67
Masonry 10.39
Trirnming and cleaning 1.50
Total ^29.56
For cost of all earth tunnel, proceeding as in the case ahove.
For Mining:
6 Miners at ^3.50 . .^21.00
5 Helpers (miners) " 2.50 12.50
2 Top laborers » 2.25
, ,
4.50
1 Foreman " 4.00........ 4.00
1 Superintendent 5.00
3 Mules and drivers" 3.00 ••• 9.00
#56.00
1/2 Operating expenses • • • • • 16.58
Total #72.58
For Masonry:
1 Foreman ^ 9.00
3 Masons at *8.00 • • • • • 24.00
9 Helpers (mason) 2.50 • • • ; • 22.50
5 Top laborers " 2.25 • • • • • 11.25
3 Mules and drivers " 3.00 . • . • • 9.00
#75,75
1/2 Operating expanses •••• 16.58
Total #92.33
In drift #4, through the worst mining on the section, an average
of 7.2 feet was made per shift of jainers. In drift #1 an average of
10 feet was made. Using 9.0 per shift as an average progress in

mining; and 18.0 feet in masonry, the cost of labor v:ould be: mining,
I 8, 06; masonry, |5.13 per foot.
The material used per foot:
600 Briok at #7.00 f^4.20
4 bags Cement » .30 l.J?0
2/5 yd, sand " 1.00 40
160 ft. B, M. price per M, 15.00 2.40
Total #8.20
Summary
:
Mining ^8.06
Masonry • 5.13
Material. 8.20
Dynamite, ,. .45
Total #21.84
The construction of tunnel in an earth and rooK section costs
practically the same as tunnel in all rock, plus the timber and car
penter work;-
Average timber ••••••• $ 2.40
Carpenters ••• SS
Total *3.05
#29.56 f 3.05 - #32.61
i To the above Hem should be added (1) mucKing, or hauling av:ay
excavated material; (2) track and flooring; (3) general office ex-
penses. (1) The muck or excavated roaterial after being brought to
the surface had to be removed by teajas^ the cost to the contractor
being 20j^ per yard or about 80j^ per foot, v/here material is proper-
l!
ly excavated. This item varies greatly: in some places the muck re-
moved pays for itself when used as street filling or ballast. How-
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ever disposed of, it should not average more than ^1.00 per foot of
tunnel excavated.
(2) The timber for flooring and iron for trecK would be as fol-
lows:-
Tiraber ••••• • #0.60
Iron 0.65
or #1.25 per
foot. The timber, rails, etc., are taXen up and used in the various
drifts, and in a number of cases where the tunnel is in solid rock no
flooring or timber, other than ties, is used at all; and at the end of
the work all iron spikes, etc., are sold, which further reduces the
cost per foot. A fair price per foot for this item ^ould be 50^.
(3) The office expenses for bookkeeper, stenographer and civil
engineer, estimating that at least four drifts will be worked at the
three plants, will give a cost of 25^^ per foot for this item, making
a total 20Qt of |l.55 per foot to be added to other items.
All rock tunnel |29,5G + .^1.55= ^31.11
Earth and rook $32.61 + #1.55= #34.16
All earth ^21.84 + ^1.55= ^<23.39
From the above estimate the cost of constructing Section #3 would
be as follows :-
15,490 lin. feet of all rock tunnel at #31.11 - #481,893.90
3,417 » n f, earth and rock " #34.16 = 116,724.72
3,322 n n n earth tunnel #23.39 = 77,701.58
240 »t i» » shafts bricked " ^568. 81 = 14,514.40
240 H » » shafts refilled #34.27 - 8,224.80
Total #699,059.40
7"
Total cost of section complete #735,059,40
3 Surface plants at #16,000. less final value at 25^ 36,000.00
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1 The above estimate is on a basis fnt* 1 ii!iV»o"f»J- ^X XGll^WX
/^r^a+ ^lorA ^^o^ ^o"l/^ by contractors. Using the contractors'
J* ^ V>^ YvV>L4X'L WT7 vol/ XlUft M oil VJli wiiv7 J. VJ X W XJ
ltinr> no
7 nn
in a oyjuo It R nn
H s no
If 1 RO
It 1
X4UX6S cUlQ. lJxJ.Vt7X^S It 2 SO
15 X801V.3illlX.xl If P
Blacksmith Helper If 1
ill 1 1(^X1 If 2 so
Pirera&n tt
Electrician " W p nn
Machinist •» fl A nn
Carpenter " It
. .
.'5 .00
Timekeeper •* It p no
Miners » It
. .
2.50
Miners' Helpers v
. , 2.00
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This would sive cost per foot:
15,490 feet all rook tunnel at ^26,51
3,417 earth and rock » 29.56
5,322 « all earth •» 19.64
240 » shafts bricked 5^5.25
240 " shafts refilled 27.15
3 Plants less final value
^410,639.90
101,006.52
52,244.08
12,780.00
6,516,00
36.000.00
^619,186.50 1
Ths difference in the estiraate of coKt as based on prices paid for
labor and material is #115,872.90 in favor of contractors. This re-
sult rnay be checked by results obtained in other timnels in the city
in the same kind of material. In Sec, #1 and Lake Sec., having 10
feet internal diameter, the progress in earth was 16.2 feet, which
is eq:iivalent to 27.9 feet of 8 ft. tunnel, on Sec. #2 in an all
earth section, the average progress was 34 feet of 8 ft. tunnel ex-
cavated and bricked in a day of 24 hoiirs. In an all rock drift on
Section #2 the progress was from 5,5 to 6 feet per shift. From the
progress made on these and other sections in similar material, where
the work was done in an efficient manner, one would be safe in esti-
mating the actual cost of construction of Section #3 complete at
|60, 000,00 less than the contractors' estimate given here.
ESTIMATi? AS PER CONTRACT,- Making an estimate of the cost of
construction on the basis of the contract, allowing the price of
#2.00 per cubic yard for all rock excavated as granted in the first
com't decision, the average diameter in rock was 10.7 feet, making
3.33 cubic yards per foot, or *6.66.
Contract price in rock, ..... ^15.90+|J6.66 « ^22.56
Contract price in eajrth and rock $16.65-»-rock at ^2.00(say
?^4.50)

Tinber #2.40 - total S23.55
Contract price in all earth , . ^16,65 + tiraber A2.40 = «19.05
Shafts per foot complete ... $69.50
The following represents the cost of the section from the above
rates:-
15,490 lin. ft. all rock timnel at ^22,56 - #349,454.40
3,417 " earth and rocK * 23.55 = 80,470,35
3,322 " all earth " 19.05 =- 63,284.10
480 * shafts » 69.50 - 33.5G0.00
Total #526,568.85
In all the above figures the portions of drifts #2 ,#3 ,#4 €md #5
have been ^slassified just as paid for on contractors' semi-monthly
vouchers; whereas the all rock tunnel should be increased from 800
to 1200 feet, and the earth and rocl-: portions reduced by that
amount. This change would make a very small item when based on the
contract prices.
HISTORY
A short account of events tliat took place diuring the construction
of this section may not be o\At of place at this point. The con-
tract was let October 19, 1895, and on October 27 the Comrais^ionep
of Public Works and City Engineer broke first ground at Keith Street
shaft. This event was followed by a banquet, with speeches by the
Commissioner and others. The work of actual construction was begun
on December 5, 1895, Dioring December, 1895, and January, 1896,
along with the work of sinking the Keith street and Potomac Avenue
shafts, the contractors were installing their surface plants at
these points and getting thoroughly organized for the prosecution
of the work. On February 14 the cage at the Keith Street shaft fell
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from near the surface and killed the ca,p:e-man (Christ. Jlnef^dall )
,
This was the first accident of many that took place before the con-
tractors abandoned the work. The list of accidents that were con-
sidered of enoTi^h iiiportsnce to record v/as 33 men injured and 8
killed.
Beginning with February, 1896, on to the end, there was contin-
uarl friction between the engin^^ers and contractors in regard to the
methods used on the work and what should be allowed each month on
the partial estimates as paid by the city. At first, in solid rock
the contractors insisted in not taking out the required section when
raining so as to leave the drift in the proper shape to receive the
brickv;ork. The sides were left narrow and the bottom high. This re-
quired nearly as miich labor in preparing for the masons in blasting
and trirming as in the original mining. The contractors sent in
their first bill for extras April 3, 1896, which was for labor in
taking out the bottom and sides left by them in their original min-
ing. Their plea was that the engineers had changed the grade and line
on them, which made the extra work necessary. This claim v.'as sent
in regardless of the fact that they had been told on the work, and
notified by letter, while the drifts were being excavated at first,
regarding the condition in which the drift was left. By the end of
April, 1896, drifting had been extended in drifts #1, #2, #3 and #4
30 far that the air had become very foul, as no means for ventila-
tion had been provided, A great deal of time rras lost, as the men
either refused to work ox were overcome by the foul gases while on
duty. The contractors refused to install the proper plant for ven-
tilation. This foul air was one of the bad features during the en-
tire progress of the work,
on June 4, 1896, the contractors began to make claims for all
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brickwork outside the first two rings. The first entire suspension
of work was on the 24th of August, .1896, and on August 30 the case
involving the difficulties between city and oontractors was taken up
in coiirt: the olaim for extra brickwork, extra price for trimiing
and excavating, and extra charge of ^2,00 per cubic yard for rock
II
above the price per lineal foot as stated in the contract. By No-
vember 13 the decision of the court was rendered and work again re-
a\imed. The court decision was that all extras for masonry and trim-
l|
ming that had been paid for should be returned to the city, and that
all rock excavated should be paid for at ^2,00 per cubic yard, in ad-
dition to the lineal foot price. The only point gained by the con-
tractors was in the interpretation of the clause for rock at ^2,00
per yard,
A dispute inuiediately arose regarding the interpretation of the
^2,00 item, the contractors claiming this price on all rock excavat-
ed, and the city claiming that it applied only to the neat section
required. In addition to the troubles already mentioned, the brick
'I
was of a poor quality, sand below grade, and the proper storage rooms
for cement were not provided at the different shafts.
About March 20, 1897, as earth had been encountered in drift #1,
the question of pay for extra masonry and rock in the earth and rock
section was considered by contr^ictors and city officials. From the
date of this consideration the Assistant Engineer in charge was di-
rected to place on the estimates all rock at i!^6,00 per cubic yard( in
an earth and rock section), and to allow all brickwork outside the
required three rings in the upper 120 deg, of arch as extra masoi'iry
at ^10,00 per cubic yard. At this tiine a copy of what was known as
the supplemental contract was sent to the P!ngineer in charge as a
further guide in getting out the partial semi-monthly estimates.

.^5
Under this suppl^i^'iental oontraot the worK. progressed until aboixt j
September 1, 1897, when a marked change tooK plaoe in the methods
used in raining, indications being quite apparent that the order had '
been sent out by the contractors to explore for the location of
earth above the rock.
j
In drift #2 from station 20+28 to the end of this drift, reports
were sent in by the inspectors continually regarding the method of |i
drilling. The holes in the face were wide and high and after an ex-
cessively large excavation had been torn out, additional holes were
drilled in the roof, from 6 to 10 feet deep, and shot out. Cora-
plaints were made regarding the jsig^ag line made in excavating, al-
so neglect of contractors in properly supporting the roof with tim-
bers to prevent additional caving ( see sketches of sections exca-
vated and illustrating placing of holes in roof, sheets #6 and #3).
During the piTOgress of the work the Assistant Engineer in charge
would report each morning to the City Hail to the one next higher in
authority the exact condition of the work in his charge, besides
keeping a diary of events as they took place.
In the final trial that began Monday, August 21, 1899, the con-
tractors secured a decision in their favor of |i555,560.22, which was
^
^84,078,59 less than the amount allowed by jurors in the case. This
judgment practically allowed the contractors compensation for all
brick masonry outside the two rings at ^^10,00 per cubic yard, all
timber at .115,00 per M, instead of ^10.00 as specified in contract,
the entire excavated area in earth and rock tunnel, and in all
|
earth tunnel, as rock at ^6.00 per cubic yard, besides nuDierous oth-
Ij
er items which may be found by referring to records of Appellate
Court of Illinois, terra No. 1B2, oen. No, 8,699. The case has not
j
been acted upon in the Supreme Court as yet (July, 1901), so there .
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is a possibility that a decision niodifi^ins the verdict of the lower
i co^irts may be the final outcome,
ii
This short history of the methods employed on this nection is
given simply to show how, v?hen the opportiinity offers, a contract
which is not properly drawn \vp can be twisted and violated under fa-
vorable conditions, as encountered under this contract, Althou^^h the
supplemental contract was never signed by any city official, esti-
mates were paid on the basis of this contract. During the trial the
II
city attorneys claimed that this supplemental contract was void, bas-
I
ing their claim on the fact that it is contrary to law to alter or
1
change a contract for an amount exceeding ^500,00 without advertis-
ing and reletting the same - this according to City Statutes,
!
To show that the excessive cost to the city above the regular
I
contract price is not alone confined to Section #3, I have obtained
the following memoranda showing the contract price and cost to the '
city of all city water tunnels up to the beginning of the trial in I
August, 1899:-
/
~^—
5 k ,«r k
^^^^
/
/3Z7 .7/6 nil /aso ^/^>'"'/k/f Co, Ya.
ZZ82 It
.716
l/f<forei ^/ji" Fsf! Cay/),
/ass 0,6 .01 2.S /^7/
7 ' ase.j
2 3.7
/.7 3.0 8 ft "
6 UoSj.s 26-..^
• 7 L/7/^£ 7I/7^/^^i-
/369.0 33. K/ /7/ 'r /^^s3a/ie
/a33 t, 19.00
£>^, 3.6 .0 3 n. e
Q7 /// 7S. /S.S Sac/ So// 28^"
S7& & /O " /uol 3. o I&.9 2,66' lis- lsb-7
33
Z)~-
6oi>(o.Ci lio-l
79 '/^ Sec ^ ^/r//?
9sro a 22,/^ /.i'7 .0.7 7^-7 /3 f^'
X//S.O cr;3 .88 /3f*' 63—

jj
Prom the reoords of these tunnels, it would seem that somethin^r
was evidently wrong with the system now in vogue, regarding the let-
I
ting of contracts or in the method of drawing them up. These con-
tracts, as a rule, are let at a certain specified price per lineal
foot completed, which by manipulation enables the contractors to
bring in the plea for extras owing to unforeseen contingencies, then
II
by means of the law courts and other methods at their disposal a fi-
nal verdict is usually rendered by giving them a large amount in ex-
tras, I'
There is one method of getting around these unforeseen elements
which plays such havoc with contracts like that attached to Volume II
I
of this thesis. In addition to stating in the contract a certain
price per lineal foot for completed work, a clause shoiild be added
which states just what proportion should be paid for excavation and
brickwork, in terms of the lineal foot price arranged, so that all
prices could be turned into cost per cubic yard for excavation in all
kinds of material (such as rock, hardpan, clay, quicksand, etc., and
masonry), A further clause could regulate the prices for these
items within the necessary required section, and other prices for
the same items outside the required section.
To illustrate this, assume that the price for masonry was ^10,00
per yard inside the required section, and ^"^S.OO per yard for masoni^y
outside. As brick masonry would cost the contractor, say, ^6.00 per
yard in place, it would be to his benefit to keep his cross section
as small as possible, consistent with the requirements. All other
items could be dealt with in a similar manner. These clauses under
certain conditions might increase the cost of the work slightly, but
it woiild still hold the contractor, and it would be to his interest
to keep all extras down to a minimum. The contractor would be a
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loser, as well as the city, in going outside of what w^^.s required at
any point.
In the supplemental contract on this worK, the contractors made
I a profit of 30 to 404 on masonry, and 40 to 50^ on excavation, on
extras.
There ture a number of interesting points shown on the progress
, profile. Attention is called to quantity of bricK used from month
ji
I
to month in the different drifts, and the average amount laid per
' mason per shift. When the bricK laid per mason in an eight hour
shift runs much over 3,000 to 3,500, one may feel sure the work is
not properly done. The piling of brick in large cavities, nuiTibers
I at a time, as was done in numerous places on this work, is not con-
!
sidered properly constructed masonry,
I For a portion of the time the contractors ' count for material
was taken, but when it was found that from 50 to 10 o^? of the brick,
etc,, reported never went into the drift, the inspectors on duty
' ware instructed to see that an accurate count was kept independent
of the contractors,
A few words regarding the force employed by the city to super-
intend the work may not be out of place, A large number of those
]
put on this work through political influence were of a very infer-
ior class and very little dependence could be placed in them. Their
ability to keep accurate records, their judgment and faithfulness,
could not be relied upon. As a rule, they were men whose experi-
ence had all been in other lines. The Civil Service men ranked a
]
great deal higher, and under proper conditions good, efficient ser-
|
vice could be obtained from them. Until such tine as all men, who
|
have charge of the construction of different classes of public im-
j
provements, secure positions through their abilities along these
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particular lines, extravagance and inferior work will be the ear-
marks borne by all city improvements. While the writer was in
chjirge of the construction of Section 7> New Land Tunnel, althoui^h he
reported faithfully the conditions from day to day to his superiors
in authority, he was unable to shut down the work or compel the con-
tractors to carry on the construction in a workiianlike manner.
As an appendix to this thesis, the specifications, a copy of the
contract, the supplemental contract, and the recommendations of the
City Council pertaining to this work are given.
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